INTRODUCTION scintillation index (fractional standard deviation
In seeking a simple expression for the intensity scin-of intensity) to be expected in monostatic and bistatic tillation index on a two-way path through a raadoml• radar measurements through random media. The latstructured medium, we encountered a surprise: such ter (but not the former) is limited to channels whose a channel cannot display reciprocity and conserve en-one-way paths (1) are statistically similar and (2) ergy simultaneously. The average power received on a two-way path in the presence of scintillation, given yield Nakagami [1960] intensity statistics. We present reciprocity, is greater than that received in the ab-our general development in section and apply it sence of scintillation. A monostatic radar channel is to Nakagami m statistics in section 32. In section 4 reciprocal, however, and resolution of the apparent we present conclusions that may be of some practidilemma lies in accounting for energy preferentially cal value, at least on transionospheric channels (for scattered into it from sm•Jl bistatic angles. Such a which Nakagarni m statistics provide a useful signal resolution is consistent with calculations by de Wolf characterization). [1971] and by Kravtsov and Saichev [1982, 1985] 
and note from equation (6) 
